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he macro-economic environment for the 
year 2020 has undoubtedly experienced a 

performance slowdown in our local and interna-
tional market. We have seen governments provide 
stimulus packages that would help stimulate the 
economy and the gradual re-opening of the 
long-closed economic activities is easing the 
economic pressure. 

Investment Philosophy

The Schemes, as any current investor, have been 
hit by the short-term events however the respec-
tive Boards of Trustees of the DB & DC Schemes 
have a �rm and disciplined investment philoso-
phy clearly set out on the investment policy state-
ment that ensures we earn above market and 
sustainable returns. 

Market Value of Investments for the period ended June 30, 2020.

Asset Allocation:  Total Investment Portfolio of Ksh 7.949 Billion as at June 30, 2020

T

The following charts provide the distribution of the investments based on portfolio allocation and market 
value of investments.

DB SCHEME
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The following charts shows the Schemes returns versus IPS benchmarks as of 30th June 2020. The benchmarks provide the Scheme 
with a standard of measuring the performance.

3-months Performance as of June 30, 2020

Periodic Time Weighted Returns as at June 30, 2020

One-year Time Weighted Returns as of June 30, 2020
Over 3 months, �xed income securities gave a higher return 
compared to equities 
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3.1%
4.9%

Market Value of Investments for the period ended June 30, 2020

Asset Allocation
Total Investment Portfolio of Ksh 6.667 Billion as at June 30, 2020

3-months Performance as of June 30, 2020 Periodic Time Weighted Returns as of June 30, 2020
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FINANCIAL PLANNING
for Happy Retirement

ailing to plan is planning to fail” it’s 
just a simple quote.  However, it 
may be a loud, repeatedly ringing 

bell in life. Before we get into the gist of the 
matter, let us de�ne the two key words i.e. 
planning and retirement.

It may be de�ned as “making a decision on 
somethings and making arrangements of 
how to achieve it in advance”. For example.  
You want to retire and settle in Momba-
sa.  How do you actualize this?  Two 
options are at hand. You either 
buy a house in Mombasa or you 
buy a piece of land and build a 
house.

“It is a time of exiting from 
formal employment at a certain 
age as directed by the Government in 
law”. In other words, it is leaving employer 
service and you become your own boss.  

Retirement, therefore, is or can be a time when, 
your, regular income either ceases or becomes 
lesser than your employment income depend-
ing on many factors. One of these factors is the 
type of scheme you were making your retire-
ment saving into since majority of salaries 
employees draw at least 90% of their income 
in retirement from a retirement scheme. 

For members whose retirement scheme is a 
Provident Fund , they receive a one o� lump 
sum with no monthly income unlike their 
peers in a pension scheme who receive part of 
their savings as a lump sum (1/3) and the 
other (2/3) is utilized to pay a monthly pen-
sion. 

Despite you retiring, you are still the same 
individual, with needs and wants and with the 
outmost desire to continue with the same 
living standards you were used to if not better. 

Therefore, having reliable source (s) of 
income in retirement is a desirable 
must have since �nances unlocks 
many avenues in our day to day lives.  

PLANNING

RETIREMENT

“F

Very common phrases in �nancial 
planning in retirement to onboard every 

member in �nancial planning include: -

   “It is never too early neither too late to   
    start a saving” (All members)

   “Save as much as you can”. (All members)

   “The best time to start your retirement  
    saving is the �rst day you start earning”.  
    (Young members)  

Failing to 
plan is

Planning
to fail

By Purity Kamau
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Nevertheless, at whatever stage you are in, young 
or old,  it is necessary to identify your retirement 
�nancial baggage well in advance and start your 
�nancial planning since if you wait until retire-

ment, your �nancial baggage and how to handle 
them may be a big shocker and life may never be 
the same again since you will have a  dis-func-
tional retirement life.

List down your foreseen �nancial baggage and put alongside each baggage a �nancial weight.  As you 
do this, it is necessary to factor in the rate of in�ation over the years.

Accept your �nancial obligations in retirement.  These could be school fee, medical care expenses, and 
of course the basic needs.

Envision yourself meeting all your �nancial baggage stress free since you have planned for them.

Personalize your �nancial baggage. Your baggage is special and unique, thus do not compare it to your 
friend’s baggage or try imagining how you will handle them like your friends does.

Have a timeframe for your baggage i.e. from what time each baggage will start and its ending period.  
This will enable you to have a focused retirement �nancial journey since you will have known when you 
will have shed away your baggage.  

Prioritize your baggage in order of necessity.  What is it that you must pay for, at what time and how? Is 
there a baggage that could be paid for in instalments? Is there a baggage that if paid in advance you 
can enjoy a discount?

Budget for each baggage. Having a budget is one thing and sticking to it is another.  It is necessary to 
note that going by a budget may secure your �nancial freedom in retirement since you will not be 
caught unaware by the culture of oh I forgot I owed this or I had to pay for this.  It will also enable you 
to have an outlined way of utilizing your �nances.

Purpose to have an alternative source of income.  Supplement your retirement earning with an income 
from other sources however small. Do not retire and just sitting. At least, keep yourself busy in some 
income generating project. However, do not start any mega project, in the name of investment, in your 
retirement with retirement lump sum!

Freeze your spending on wants and focus on needs.  Avoid impulse buying and unnecessary expendi-
tures which are beyond your means. 

Have an emergency �nance kitty however small and purpose to use it only on emergencies matters 
only.

With the above pointers and bear-
ing in mind that our retirement 
�nancial needs are special and 
unique, we can adopt a member’s 
phrase in �nancial planning, for 
happy retirement to be, “Stick to 
your lane”. Do not rush into doing 
things since other people are 

doing them.  Craft a �nancial planning plan and 
stick to it and avoid being swirled by others opin-
ion or status.  

Stay tuned to our next publications as we share on 
other factors you need to consider while planning 
for Functional Retirement Life.

The below tips may guide you on how to plan for your �nancial baggage in retirement.

“Stick
to your
lane”.
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hat are the few tricks that just may 
prove to be aces up your sleeve in your 
retirement journey? The fact is any 

time an employee eligible to join the pension 
scheme spends working for KenGen will add to 
your pension credit. However, did you know to 
earn more while in retirement requires not only 
your monthly pension but also to ensure you have 
a supplementary source of income once you 
retire?

The Secretariat embarked to meet yet another of 
KenGen’s retired employee who worked in Lamu 
Power Station for all his working life at KenGen to 
�nd out how successfully he played his cards to 
ensure he retired comfortably. 

After a 37-year career starting as a casual masonry, 
Ezekiel Kazungu retired as a Senior Power Station 
Operator in year 2010. He says the chance to be 
close to his family is all he needed. He remembers 
vividly walking to East Africa Power & Lighting at a 
tender age of 18 years to start his career as a 
casual masonry.

He nostalgically narrates when his breakthrough 
for permanent employment came knocking only 
after three months as a casual, his boss then did 
not think twice to o�er him the job. He was o�ered 
a gross salary of Ksh 315. Three (3) years into the 
job, he became a machine operator earning a 
gross pay of Ksh 7,500 plus shift allowances. He 
rose through the employment ranks and at retire-
ment he was a Senior Power Station Operator 
earning Ksh 32,000. He shares with us insights on 
how he has managed to ensure he now earns 
close to Ksh 200,000 every month while in 
retirement.

Bwana Kazungu meets us at the hotel of our 
residence. Lamu is an ancient town where for 
many years the main mode of transport used was 
donkeys and if not, you will �nd yourself walking. 

He ensures we have the right footwear to walk 
around as the donkeys are not quite used for 
transport with the entry of motorbikes. The proud 
father of 17 children has just turned 70 years, and 
his health is a testament going by the movement 
we made on foot around Lamu area to view his 
investments, the scorching sun notwithstanding. 

He is full of praise to KenGen where he asserts its 
employees in retirement live with less �nancial 
stress compared to his peers who are now retired. 
He receives a monthly pension of Ksh 25,000 and 
this has ensured a base level of �nancial security 
many Kenyans don’t have. He asserts that 
economic stability – in both your working years 
and retirement years – helps to keep you healthier 
longer. 

We arrive at a vast 15 acres of land in Lamu-Hindi. 
The economic activities on the land are clearly 
visible. Besides farming of a variety of crops to 
sustain his family, he has ventured in agri-business 
of horticulture crops which gives him a pro�t of 
between Ksh 60,000 – Ksh 80,000 per year. Nearby, 
he also has 6 acres in Shamgambo area which he is 
currently rearing 50 goats and 35 chicken for meat 
and other products and has also planted 3,000 
Casualina trees. The trees are logged three times a 
year which fetches 50,000 annually. 

Like every story of success, Kazungu made mistakes 
too along way. He narrated how he misused funds 
at a younger age through partying and his turn-
around provided him with an invaluable experi-
ence to learn how to save towards retirement.

We head to Dandi area. This is where the �rst plot 
he ever bought sits and where he has now built his 
home. He quickly asserts he only managed to �nish 
putting up the house when he 
retired, partially from Scheme 
and NSSF savings and partially 
from his other incomes. Over the 
years before retirement, Kazun-
gu through the support of his 
family, ventured into the matatu 
business and currently has two 
matatus plying in Kongowea 
area which give him an income 
of Ksh 5,000 per day. He has 
rental houses in kijichoni area of 
Lamu which earns him Ksh 
15,000 per month.

He is proud to be able to support his children. On 
our way out, we spot a P.A. system and he mentions 
one of his son who is a DJ uses the equipment to 
earn the son an income of between 15,000 to 
25,000 on a regular basis. He also has a motorbike 
to ferry people. 

When it comes to keeping busy in retirement, he 
believes the real measure of success is the quality of 
life that you experience. While Kazungu looks back 
on working at KenGen fondly, he appreciates that 
he has activities that make him feel satis�ed with 

how he spends his time. While he is not busy with 
his economic activities, he may be found in the 
mosque, spending time with his dog, traveling and 
socializing - with his welcoming and open-minded 
friends who we noted had a good sense of humor 
when we met them at his house. He believes these 
activities keeps his mind sharp and his body 
healthy

He goes on to o�er advice to us that we should 
value, be dedicated to our job and respect those in 
authority. Bwana Kazungu proudly state he never 
received a single warning letter for the 37 years he 
worked in KenGen. We bid him bye as we head back 
to our hotel room inspired to share a story of secure 
retirement. 

Preparing for Retirement
We wish to encourage you that’s it is not too early 
or late to start preparing for the retirement process 
by doing research and organizing your information. 

The steps you take now can ensure a smooth retire-
ment transition in when your retirement date falls 
due. It’s worth noting every retirement situation is 
di�erent, and evaluating your options takes time 
and energy. Below is a tip to help you evaluate your 
current savings now that you have just received 
your Scheme’s bene�ts statement as at 31st 
December 2019.

Deal also from more than one Deck
This may mean you make additional voluntary 
contributions over and above the normal deduc-
tions you currently make. 

What is in the Cards for your
RETIREMENT JOURNEY?

By Hannah Nguhi

W
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hat are the few tricks that just may 
prove to be aces up your sleeve in your 
retirement journey? The fact is any 

time an employee eligible to join the pension 
scheme spends working for KenGen will add to 
your pension credit. However, did you know to 
earn more while in retirement requires not only 
your monthly pension but also to ensure you have 
a supplementary source of income once you 
retire?

The Secretariat embarked to meet yet another of 
KenGen’s retired employee who worked in Lamu 
Power Station for all his working life at KenGen to 
�nd out how successfully he played his cards to 
ensure he retired comfortably. 

After a 37-year career starting as a casual masonry, 
Ezekiel Kazungu retired as a Senior Power Station 
Operator in year 2010. He says the chance to be 
close to his family is all he needed. He remembers 
vividly walking to East Africa Power & Lighting at a 
tender age of 18 years to start his career as a 
casual masonry.

He nostalgically narrates when his breakthrough 
for permanent employment came knocking only 
after three months as a casual, his boss then did 
not think twice to o�er him the job. He was o�ered 
a gross salary of Ksh 315. Three (3) years into the 
job, he became a machine operator earning a 
gross pay of Ksh 7,500 plus shift allowances. He 
rose through the employment ranks and at retire-
ment he was a Senior Power Station Operator 
earning Ksh 32,000. He shares with us insights on 
how he has managed to ensure he now earns 
close to Ksh 200,000 every month while in 
retirement.

Bwana Kazungu meets us at the hotel of our 
residence. Lamu is an ancient town where for 
many years the main mode of transport used was 
donkeys and if not, you will �nd yourself walking. 

He ensures we have the right footwear to walk 
around as the donkeys are not quite used for 
transport with the entry of motorbikes. The proud 
father of 17 children has just turned 70 years, and 
his health is a testament going by the movement 
we made on foot around Lamu area to view his 
investments, the scorching sun notwithstanding. 

He is full of praise to KenGen where he asserts its 
employees in retirement live with less �nancial 
stress compared to his peers who are now retired. 
He receives a monthly pension of Ksh 25,000 and 
this has ensured a base level of �nancial security 
many Kenyans don’t have. He asserts that 
economic stability – in both your working years 
and retirement years – helps to keep you healthier 
longer. 

We arrive at a vast 15 acres of land in Lamu-Hindi. 
The economic activities on the land are clearly 
visible. Besides farming of a variety of crops to 
sustain his family, he has ventured in agri-business 
of horticulture crops which gives him a pro�t of 
between Ksh 60,000 – Ksh 80,000 per year. Nearby, 
he also has 6 acres in Shamgambo area which he is 
currently rearing 50 goats and 35 chicken for meat 
and other products and has also planted 3,000 
Casualina trees. The trees are logged three times a 
year which fetches 50,000 annually. 

Like every story of success, Kazungu made mistakes 
too along way. He narrated how he misused funds 
at a younger age through partying and his turn-
around provided him with an invaluable experi-
ence to learn how to save towards retirement.

We head to Dandi area. This is where the �rst plot 
he ever bought sits and where he has now built his 
home. He quickly asserts he only managed to �nish 
putting up the house when he 
retired, partially from Scheme 
and NSSF savings and partially 
from his other incomes. Over the 
years before retirement, Kazun-
gu through the support of his 
family, ventured into the matatu 
business and currently has two 
matatus plying in Kongowea 
area which give him an income 
of Ksh 5,000 per day. He has 
rental houses in kijichoni area of 
Lamu which earns him Ksh 
15,000 per month.

He is proud to be able to support his children. On 
our way out, we spot a P.A. system and he mentions 
one of his son who is a DJ uses the equipment to 
earn the son an income of between 15,000 to 
25,000 on a regular basis. He also has a motorbike 
to ferry people. 

When it comes to keeping busy in retirement, he 
believes the real measure of success is the quality of 
life that you experience. While Kazungu looks back 
on working at KenGen fondly, he appreciates that 
he has activities that make him feel satis�ed with 

how he spends his time. While he is not busy with 
his economic activities, he may be found in the 
mosque, spending time with his dog, traveling and 
socializing - with his welcoming and open-minded 
friends who we noted had a good sense of humor 
when we met them at his house. He believes these 
activities keeps his mind sharp and his body 
healthy

He goes on to o�er advice to us that we should 
value, be dedicated to our job and respect those in 
authority. Bwana Kazungu proudly state he never 
received a single warning letter for the 37 years he 
worked in KenGen. We bid him bye as we head back 
to our hotel room inspired to share a story of secure 
retirement. 

Preparing for Retirement
We wish to encourage you that’s it is not too early 
or late to start preparing for the retirement process 
by doing research and organizing your information. 

The steps you take now can ensure a smooth retire-
ment transition in when your retirement date falls 
due. It’s worth noting every retirement situation is 
di�erent, and evaluating your options takes time 
and energy. Below is a tip to help you evaluate your 
current savings now that you have just received 
your Scheme’s bene�ts statement as at 31st 
December 2019.

Deal also from more than one Deck
This may mean you make additional voluntary 
contributions over and above the normal deduc-
tions you currently make. 
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he economic challenges caused by the Coro-
navirus pandemic (COVID-19) continue 

having a major impact on �nancial markets which 
in turn will have signi�cant e�ects on pension 
savings. In particular, most of the retirement 
scheme assets are invested in liquid �nancial 
assets which have been negatively a�ected 
by the pandemic. Interestingly, the 
current policy responses by gov-
ernment through the regula-
tor will need to strike a 
balance between the 
immediate protection of 
vulnerable groups and 
ensuring that our pension 
savings remain able to 
deliver expected invest-
ment income now and in 
the future as the population 
ages. 

I hence wish to focus on a number of import-
ant retirement saving policy questions since viral 
infection has already spread to our retirement 
fund bene�ts:     

         First, how can we reduce if not eliminate 
the impact of a sharp decline in returns on 
all asset classes? 

The level of impact di�ers according to the type of 

pension scheme; Segregated against guaranteed, 
De�ned Bene�ts (DB) against De�ned Contribu-
tions, Funded or Unfunded Schemes. Declining 
investment returns have an immediate e�ect on 
de�ned contribution schemes. Investment returns 
also to a large extent lower the funding level of 
de�ned bene�t schemes and considering the 
current regulations requiring 100% funding, DB 
Scheme funding compliance have been hardly hit.  
While the magnitude of the pandemic is expected 
to be higher, lessons from the 2008 �nancial crisis 
showed the importance of regulatory �exibility in 
times of market volatility such as allowing some 
�exibility in timing to purchase an annuity or 
allowing de�ned bene�t schemes longer recovery 
times to rebuild their funding ratios. The impor-
tance of moving into more secure assets closer to 
retirement age, such a through life cycle funds, 
has been strengthened in the current situation. 

Currently very few schemes have an opportunity 
for their members to choose the mode of invest-
ments depending on their risk appetite which 
would have been a great option to manage risk for 
old age or about to retire during the pandemic. 

The earlier proposal to increase contributions 
for National Social Security Fund and 

introduction of Superannuation 
Scheme for civil servants would have 
reduce the impact of the crisis on pen-
sioners, especially those in the lowest 
income brackets however this have 
taken ages to implement with enough 
hiccups/impediments.

          Second, how do we support 
pensioners/retirees?

The crisis has dramatically demonstrated that it’s 
urgent to improve �nancial inclusion, especially 
for the elderly and persons with disabilities, who 
are the most vulnerable population groups. I 
always pondered on a number of questions; When 
does one require a medical cover more? Is it 
during employment (when they have enough 
disposable income) or during retirement when 
they are exposed to many old age diseases or 
dismal income stream? We are hence in agree-

ment that any possible increases in health care 
needs and costs can be mitigated with temporary 
pension increases, either selectively targeted to 
those a�ected by COVID, or generalized to all pen-
sioners but the same seem impossible with the 
current budget constraints, strained organization 
performance and dismal performance of invest-
ment. 

The government can set a special 
fund which take care of pension-
ers contributions to NHIF which 
will smoothen their current pay 
while at the same time securing 
their medical cover.  COVID-19 is 
also prompting Governments, 
Service Providers and Retire-
ment Schemes to rethink how they 
make payments to pensioners who make 
up the good number of social protection 
payment recipients in the countries. Waiving 
inter-bank fees and mobile money fees transfer 
fees for Pensioners are also options that can be 
utilized to enhance pay to pensioners’ pocket. 

Article 43 (3) of the National Constitution states 
that ‘every person has the right … to social securi-
ty’ and that ‘the State shall provide appropriate 
social security to persons who are unable to 
support themselves and their dependants’ and 
hence the government programs like Inua Jamii 
for Senior Citizens has also helped valuable mem-
bers in the society who in the actual sense would 
not be receiving pensions or their amount is trivial 
to uplift them through regular and reliable 
bi-monthly cash transfers. Such programs and 
initiative should be enhanced during this period 
by increasing the coverage.

       Third, should contributions remittance 
be maintained in the immediate term? 

The impact of the Covid pandemic on the econo-
my, employment, and workers’ pay is a primary 
concern to everyone. Given the unexpected 
economic implications of the pandemic, govern-
ment is looking for measures that can provide 
immediate relief to businesses.  Suspending or 

reducing contributions to pension schemes from 
employees and/or employers can help reduce 
employment costs and provide an incentive to 
retain workers.  However, contribution holidays 
need to be done in combination with long term 
reforms to make pension schemes more robust 
and able to meet the needs of a growing aging 
population. 

The bracket application for contribution 
holidays due to the depressed 
economic times should be avoided and 
this should be applied on case to case 
basis. Approval for the holiday should 
be accompanied with remedial plan 
with clear guidelines on how the entity 
wishes to pay back the amount that 

have not been remitted. The application 
should also be optional for employees who 

would wish to continue with their deductions 
toward their retirement pot. 

    Fourth, should retirement savings be 
used to support younger workers? 

This question has been directed to me a number 
of times during the pandemic especially for 
employees who have lost their jobs during the 
period and in particular employees on unpaid 
leave. Whether to allow working age people to 
access their pension savings early is another 
policy choice facing regulators, but the major 
questions are:

“why do we call it retirement saving?”
“Are the younger generation retired after losing 
their jobs?”

In most countries like ours, unemployment insur-
ance programs are either small or do not exist at 
all and scaling up would require signi�cant gov-
ernment resources. 

The temptation from governments with pension 
assets to borrow funds across programs and allow 
access to pension savings without tax penalties to 
cover short-term needs is an attempt that was 
earlier proposed by a number of retirement funds 

to treasury but seems to have lacked necessary 
backup or necessary policy framework. 

However, it should be recognized that pensions 
saving are a poor substitute for unemployment 
insurance, and withdrawals must be limited, 
time-bound, and only for emergency needs espe-
cially for employees who have lost their jobs 
permanently and access should be within the 
allowable limits otherwise delivering adequate 
incomes in retirement will be di�cult. 

...COVID-19
continue having 
a major impact 

on financial 
markets...

T

VACCINATING
Your Retirement Saving
during COVID-19 Crisis

VACCINATING
Your Retirement Saving
during COVID-19 Crisis

By Josphat Muriuki
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he economic challenges caused by the Coro-
navirus pandemic (COVID-19) continue 

having a major impact on �nancial markets which 
in turn will have signi�cant e�ects on pension 
savings. In particular, most of the retirement 
scheme assets are invested in liquid �nancial 
assets which have been negatively a�ected 
by the pandemic. Interestingly, the 
current policy responses by gov-
ernment through the regula-
tor will need to strike a 
balance between the 
immediate protection of 
vulnerable groups and 
ensuring that our pension 
savings remain able to 
deliver expected invest-
ment income now and in 
the future as the population 
ages. 

I hence wish to focus on a number of import-
ant retirement saving policy questions since viral 
infection has already spread to our retirement 
fund bene�ts:     

         First, how can we reduce if not eliminate 
the impact of a sharp decline in returns on 
all asset classes? 

The level of impact di�ers according to the type of 

pension scheme; Segregated against guaranteed, 
De�ned Bene�ts (DB) against De�ned Contribu-
tions, Funded or Unfunded Schemes. Declining 
investment returns have an immediate e�ect on 
de�ned contribution schemes. Investment returns 
also to a large extent lower the funding level of 
de�ned bene�t schemes and considering the 
current regulations requiring 100% funding, DB 
Scheme funding compliance have been hardly hit.  
While the magnitude of the pandemic is expected 
to be higher, lessons from the 2008 �nancial crisis 
showed the importance of regulatory �exibility in 
times of market volatility such as allowing some 
�exibility in timing to purchase an annuity or 
allowing de�ned bene�t schemes longer recovery 
times to rebuild their funding ratios. The impor-
tance of moving into more secure assets closer to 
retirement age, such a through life cycle funds, 
has been strengthened in the current situation. 

Currently very few schemes have an opportunity 
for their members to choose the mode of invest-
ments depending on their risk appetite which 
would have been a great option to manage risk for 
old age or about to retire during the pandemic. 

The earlier proposal to increase contributions 
for National Social Security Fund and 

introduction of Superannuation 
Scheme for civil servants would have 
reduce the impact of the crisis on pen-
sioners, especially those in the lowest 
income brackets however this have 
taken ages to implement with enough 
hiccups/impediments.

          Second, how do we support 
pensioners/retirees?

The crisis has dramatically demonstrated that it’s 
urgent to improve �nancial inclusion, especially 
for the elderly and persons with disabilities, who 
are the most vulnerable population groups. I 
always pondered on a number of questions; When 
does one require a medical cover more? Is it 
during employment (when they have enough 
disposable income) or during retirement when 
they are exposed to many old age diseases or 
dismal income stream? We are hence in agree-

ment that any possible increases in health care 
needs and costs can be mitigated with temporary 
pension increases, either selectively targeted to 
those a�ected by COVID, or generalized to all pen-
sioners but the same seem impossible with the 
current budget constraints, strained organization 
performance and dismal performance of invest-
ment. 

The government can set a special 
fund which take care of pension-
ers contributions to NHIF which 
will smoothen their current pay 
while at the same time securing 
their medical cover.  COVID-19 is 
also prompting Governments, 
Service Providers and Retire-
ment Schemes to rethink how they 
make payments to pensioners who make 
up the good number of social protection 
payment recipients in the countries. Waiving 
inter-bank fees and mobile money fees transfer 
fees for Pensioners are also options that can be 
utilized to enhance pay to pensioners’ pocket. 

Article 43 (3) of the National Constitution states 
that ‘every person has the right … to social securi-
ty’ and that ‘the State shall provide appropriate 
social security to persons who are unable to 
support themselves and their dependants’ and 
hence the government programs like Inua Jamii 
for Senior Citizens has also helped valuable mem-
bers in the society who in the actual sense would 
not be receiving pensions or their amount is trivial 
to uplift them through regular and reliable 
bi-monthly cash transfers. Such programs and 
initiative should be enhanced during this period 
by increasing the coverage.

       Third, should contributions remittance 
be maintained in the immediate term? 

The impact of the Covid pandemic on the econo-
my, employment, and workers’ pay is a primary 
concern to everyone. Given the unexpected 
economic implications of the pandemic, govern-
ment is looking for measures that can provide 
immediate relief to businesses.  Suspending or 

reducing contributions to pension schemes from 
employees and/or employers can help reduce 
employment costs and provide an incentive to 
retain workers.  However, contribution holidays 
need to be done in combination with long term 
reforms to make pension schemes more robust 
and able to meet the needs of a growing aging 
population. 

The bracket application for contribution 
holidays due to the depressed 
economic times should be avoided and 
this should be applied on case to case 
basis. Approval for the holiday should 
be accompanied with remedial plan 
with clear guidelines on how the entity 
wishes to pay back the amount that 

have not been remitted. The application 
should also be optional for employees who 

would wish to continue with their deductions 
toward their retirement pot. 

    Fourth, should retirement savings be 
used to support younger workers? 

This question has been directed to me a number 
of times during the pandemic especially for 
employees who have lost their jobs during the 
period and in particular employees on unpaid 
leave. Whether to allow working age people to 
access their pension savings early is another 
policy choice facing regulators, but the major 
questions are:

“why do we call it retirement saving?”
“Are the younger generation retired after losing 
their jobs?”

In most countries like ours, unemployment insur-
ance programs are either small or do not exist at 
all and scaling up would require signi�cant gov-
ernment resources. 

The temptation from governments with pension 
assets to borrow funds across programs and allow 
access to pension savings without tax penalties to 
cover short-term needs is an attempt that was 
earlier proposed by a number of retirement funds 

to treasury but seems to have lacked necessary 
backup or necessary policy framework. 

However, it should be recognized that pensions 
saving are a poor substitute for unemployment 
insurance, and withdrawals must be limited, 
time-bound, and only for emergency needs espe-
cially for employees who have lost their jobs 
permanently and access should be within the 
allowable limits otherwise delivering adequate 
incomes in retirement will be di�cult. 

 
‘every 

person has 
the right … 

to social
security’ 
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person has 
the right … 

to social
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he economic challenges caused by the Coro-
navirus pandemic (COVID-19) continue 

having a major impact on �nancial markets which 
in turn will have signi�cant e�ects on pension 
savings. In particular, most of the retirement 
scheme assets are invested in liquid �nancial 
assets which have been negatively a�ected 
by the pandemic. Interestingly, the 
current policy responses by gov-
ernment through the regula-
tor will need to strike a 
balance between the 
immediate protection of 
vulnerable groups and 
ensuring that our pension 
savings remain able to 
deliver expected invest-
ment income now and in 
the future as the population 
ages. 

I hence wish to focus on a number of import-
ant retirement saving policy questions since viral 
infection has already spread to our retirement 
fund bene�ts:     

         First, how can we reduce if not eliminate 
the impact of a sharp decline in returns on 
all asset classes? 

The level of impact di�ers according to the type of 

pension scheme; Segregated against guaranteed, 
De�ned Bene�ts (DB) against De�ned Contribu-
tions, Funded or Unfunded Schemes. Declining 
investment returns have an immediate e�ect on 
de�ned contribution schemes. Investment returns 
also to a large extent lower the funding level of 
de�ned bene�t schemes and considering the 
current regulations requiring 100% funding, DB 
Scheme funding compliance have been hardly hit.  
While the magnitude of the pandemic is expected 
to be higher, lessons from the 2008 �nancial crisis 
showed the importance of regulatory �exibility in 
times of market volatility such as allowing some 
�exibility in timing to purchase an annuity or 
allowing de�ned bene�t schemes longer recovery 
times to rebuild their funding ratios. The impor-
tance of moving into more secure assets closer to 
retirement age, such a through life cycle funds, 
has been strengthened in the current situation. 

Currently very few schemes have an opportunity 
for their members to choose the mode of invest-
ments depending on their risk appetite which 
would have been a great option to manage risk for 
old age or about to retire during the pandemic. 

The earlier proposal to increase contributions 
for National Social Security Fund and 

introduction of Superannuation 
Scheme for civil servants would have 
reduce the impact of the crisis on pen-
sioners, especially those in the lowest 
income brackets however this have 
taken ages to implement with enough 
hiccups/impediments.

          Second, how do we support 
pensioners/retirees?

The crisis has dramatically demonstrated that it’s 
urgent to improve �nancial inclusion, especially 
for the elderly and persons with disabilities, who 
are the most vulnerable population groups. I 
always pondered on a number of questions; When 
does one require a medical cover more? Is it 
during employment (when they have enough 
disposable income) or during retirement when 
they are exposed to many old age diseases or 
dismal income stream? We are hence in agree-

ment that any possible increases in health care 
needs and costs can be mitigated with temporary 
pension increases, either selectively targeted to 
those a�ected by COVID, or generalized to all pen-
sioners but the same seem impossible with the 
current budget constraints, strained organization 
performance and dismal performance of invest-
ment. 

The government can set a special 
fund which take care of pension-
ers contributions to NHIF which 
will smoothen their current pay 
while at the same time securing 
their medical cover.  COVID-19 is 
also prompting Governments, 
Service Providers and Retire-
ment Schemes to rethink how they 
make payments to pensioners who make 
up the good number of social protection 
payment recipients in the countries. Waiving 
inter-bank fees and mobile money fees transfer 
fees for Pensioners are also options that can be 
utilized to enhance pay to pensioners’ pocket. 

Article 43 (3) of the National Constitution states 
that ‘every person has the right … to social securi-
ty’ and that ‘the State shall provide appropriate 
social security to persons who are unable to 
support themselves and their dependants’ and 
hence the government programs like Inua Jamii 
for Senior Citizens has also helped valuable mem-
bers in the society who in the actual sense would 
not be receiving pensions or their amount is trivial 
to uplift them through regular and reliable 
bi-monthly cash transfers. Such programs and 
initiative should be enhanced during this period 
by increasing the coverage.

       Third, should contributions remittance 
be maintained in the immediate term? 

The impact of the Covid pandemic on the econo-
my, employment, and workers’ pay is a primary 
concern to everyone. Given the unexpected 
economic implications of the pandemic, govern-
ment is looking for measures that can provide 
immediate relief to businesses.  Suspending or 

reducing contributions to pension schemes from 
employees and/or employers can help reduce 
employment costs and provide an incentive to 
retain workers.  However, contribution holidays 
need to be done in combination with long term 
reforms to make pension schemes more robust 
and able to meet the needs of a growing aging 
population. 

The bracket application for contribution 
holidays due to the depressed 
economic times should be avoided and 
this should be applied on case to case 
basis. Approval for the holiday should 
be accompanied with remedial plan 
with clear guidelines on how the entity 
wishes to pay back the amount that 

have not been remitted. The application 
should also be optional for employees who 

would wish to continue with their deductions 
toward their retirement pot. 

    Fourth, should retirement savings be 
used to support younger workers? 

This question has been directed to me a number 
of times during the pandemic especially for 
employees who have lost their jobs during the 
period and in particular employees on unpaid 
leave. Whether to allow working age people to 
access their pension savings early is another 
policy choice facing regulators, but the major 
questions are:

“why do we call it retirement saving?”
“Are the younger generation retired after losing 
their jobs?”

In most countries like ours, unemployment insur-
ance programs are either small or do not exist at 
all and scaling up would require signi�cant gov-
ernment resources. 

The temptation from governments with pension 
assets to borrow funds across programs and allow 
access to pension savings without tax penalties to 
cover short-term needs is an attempt that was 
earlier proposed by a number of retirement funds 

to treasury but seems to have lacked necessary 
backup or necessary policy framework. 

However, it should be recognized that pensions 
saving are a poor substitute for unemployment 
insurance, and withdrawals must be limited, 
time-bound, and only for emergency needs espe-
cially for employees who have lost their jobs 
permanently and access should be within the 
allowable limits otherwise delivering adequate 
incomes in retirement will be di�cult. 

he act of balancing payments today with 
tomorrow’s needs is a challenge when 

designing pension schemes at any time but espe-
cially in conditions like we’re experiencing today. 

To ensure our pension schemes provide the 
payouts needed to fund the retirement income of 
an aging population, we must ensure that their 
assets are preserved as much as possible and that 
they are invested in long-term, secure, and 
sustainable investments while taking into account 
broader concepts of risk, which have been grow-
ing with climate change and which the COVID-19 
pandemic has displayed in force. 

T
In Conclusion.  
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t has been nearly seven months since the �rst 
case of COVID 19 was reported in Kenya and 

since then Kenyans have had to change the way 
they do things to not only stay safe but to also 
comply with the guidelines provided by the Minis-
try of Health and World Health Organization. The 
pandemic has brought about fear, anxiety and 
uncertainty to Kenyans and the rest of the World. 
This is due to rising infections and death tolls, loss 
of jobs or pay cuts, shut down of most businesses, 
depression of the money market, closure of 
schools and the fact that there is still no vaccine to 
date.

Despite the challenges brought about by the pan-
demic, there has been some light at the end of the 
tunnel with new opportunities presenting them-
selves. Below are just but a few of these bene�ts:

Taking advantage of technology

Many organizations have come to reap the bene-
�ts of having adopted technology in their day to 
day business. This has been seen in multiple 
sectors for example, School doing e-learning, 
religious places of worship having online services, 
�nancial institution encouraging online transac-
tions, among others. This has not only lowered 
costs for the organizations, but it has also 
improved e�ciency, e�ectiveness, and capacity of 
the organizations to deliver on their mandate.
A good example of this is when recently the 
Scheme was able to host its �rst online AGM 
which was a success. Members from di�erent 

regions were able to attend. Pensioners were also 
not left out as a signi�cant number were able to 
register and attend. Technology has clearly 
breached the gap of geographical reach and how 
we go about our day to day businesses.

Taking advantage of new economic related 
opportunities.

As much as the money market appears to be 
depressed, one may take advantage of this oppor-
tunity to buy shares or stocks at low prices in some 
of the well-known blue-chip companies that are 
committed to delivering on their mandate. It is 
important to note that the crisis will eventually 
subside, and the markets will eventually improve 
with one thanking themselves in future for having 
increased their investment portfolio.

There are also a number of opportunities in the 
property market where people can negotiate for 
better prices whether buying or renting seeing 
that the market is not doing too well and people 
have had to be more competitive on their prices 
to either retain their tenants or sell their proper-
ties.

Adapting to the
New Normal
and Available Opportunities
Since COVID 19

I

Keeping both physically and psychologically �t

It has been noted that more people have been 
exercising, whether cycling or taking walks or 
going for runs. These are good ways for people to 
keep physical �t which in turns improves their 
health. 

Psychologically, one can read motivational books 
during their free time or even take an online 
course stimulating their minds and allowing them 
to acquire new skills. This also reduces some of the 
psychological and health related risks which have 
been experienced with COVID19.

Opportunity to improve on one’s relationship 
with both God and Family.

With the implementation of the curfew, minimal 
movement and working from home, people have 
gotten more time to spend with their family. 

This has been a blessing in disguise to some but 
challenging to others. Individuals who had been 
extremely busy in either their jobs or businesses 
with little or no time to spend with their families 
got an opportunity to bond with their families. 

Some have introduced game nights playing 
board, card games and other intuitive online 
games where one can even invite their extended 
family to join. 

With religious organization also having taken 
advantage of technology, families can now watch 
the online service together and participate in 
good initiatives and programs for a common 
cause. Taking walks or going for a jog together not 
only strengthens family relationships and bonds 
but also improves one’s health. 

The opportunities above are just but a few of the 
things one can accommodate in this new normal. 
These opportunities will not only assist in mitigat-
ing some of the issues or challenges we are experi-
encing with the pandemic, but they also present 
the opportunity of one improving themselves 
both psychologically, spiritually, socially, �nancial-
ly and physically. 

By Peter Miano
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t has been nearly seven months since the �rst 
case of COVID 19 was reported in Kenya and 

since then Kenyans have had to change the way 
they do things to not only stay safe but to also 
comply with the guidelines provided by the Minis-
try of Health and World Health Organization. The 
pandemic has brought about fear, anxiety and 
uncertainty to Kenyans and the rest of the World. 
This is due to rising infections and death tolls, loss 
of jobs or pay cuts, shut down of most businesses, 
depression of the money market, closure of 
schools and the fact that there is still no vaccine to 
date.

Despite the challenges brought about by the pan-
demic, there has been some light at the end of the 
tunnel with new opportunities presenting them-
selves. Below are just but a few of these bene�ts:

Taking advantage of technology

Many organizations have come to reap the bene-
�ts of having adopted technology in their day to 
day business. This has been seen in multiple 
sectors for example, School doing e-learning, 
religious places of worship having online services, 
�nancial institution encouraging online transac-
tions, among others. This has not only lowered 
costs for the organizations, but it has also 
improved e�ciency, e�ectiveness, and capacity of 
the organizations to deliver on their mandate.
A good example of this is when recently the 
Scheme was able to host its �rst online AGM 
which was a success. Members from di�erent 

regions were able to attend. Pensioners were also 
not left out as a signi�cant number were able to 
register and attend. Technology has clearly 
breached the gap of geographical reach and how 
we go about our day to day businesses.

Taking advantage of new economic related 
opportunities.

As much as the money market appears to be 
depressed, one may take advantage of this oppor-
tunity to buy shares or stocks at low prices in some 
of the well-known blue-chip companies that are 
committed to delivering on their mandate. It is 
important to note that the crisis will eventually 
subside, and the markets will eventually improve 
with one thanking themselves in future for having 
increased their investment portfolio.

There are also a number of opportunities in the 
property market where people can negotiate for 
better prices whether buying or renting seeing 
that the market is not doing too well and people 
have had to be more competitive on their prices 
to either retain their tenants or sell their proper-
ties.

Keeping both physically and psychologically �t

It has been noted that more people have been 
exercising, whether cycling or taking walks or 
going for runs. These are good ways for people to 
keep physical �t which in turns improves their 
health. 

Psychologically, one can read motivational books 
during their free time or even take an online 
course stimulating their minds and allowing them 
to acquire new skills. This also reduces some of the 
psychological and health related risks which have 
been experienced with COVID19.

Opportunity to improve on one’s relationship 
with both God and Family.

With the implementation of the curfew, minimal 
movement and working from home, people have 
gotten more time to spend with their family. 

This has been a blessing in disguise to some but 
challenging to others. Individuals who had been 
extremely busy in either their jobs or businesses 
with little or no time to spend with their families 
got an opportunity to bond with their families. 

Some have introduced game nights playing 
board, card games and other intuitive online 
games where one can even invite their extended 
family to join. 

With religious organization also having taken 
advantage of technology, families can now watch 
the online service together and participate in 
good initiatives and programs for a common 
cause. Taking walks or going for a jog together not 
only strengthens family relationships and bonds 
but also improves one’s health. 

The opportunities above are just but a few of the 
things one can accommodate in this new normal. 
These opportunities will not only assist in mitigat-
ing some of the issues or challenges we are experi-
encing with the pandemic, but they also present 
the opportunity of one improving themselves 
both psychologically, spiritually, socially, �nancial-
ly and physically. 
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diligence accomplishes the following major 
points:

imply put, due diligence refers to observing 
reasonable care. Before you buy a property, 

you should be aware of a range of issues that may 
a�ect that property and impose restrictions or 
obligations on you, if you acquire it. 

Due diligence is the process of factual and legal 
investigation, research, analysis and discovery 
into the relevant property typically undertaken by 
a prospective buyer prior to entering into a trans-
action. Di�erent parties may undertake due 
diligence including a buyer, lender, seller or an 
investor but this article will limit itself to a buyer.

The precise scope of the exercise varies depend-
ing on the nature and value of the property, buy-
er’s existing knowledge of the seller, timing and 
cost considerations but in a nutshell, it involves:

Physical inspection of the property
Valuation of the property 
Investigation on the title to the property 
and legal restrictions a�ecting its use
Where property is let, a review of the stabili-
ty of the rental income stream, 
A check on the physical condition of the 
property comprising reports on structural, 
measurement, planning and environmental 
risks
Consideration of the insurance policies in      
 place

You might be wondering, why undertake due 
diligence yet the seller has shown you the 
property and assured you of ownership? Due 

Legal and Title Issues

Investigation of the title and other legal issues 
arising with regard to the property is often times 
the initial step. This should include an analysis of 
the results of searches of the Land Registry, local 
authority and any other entity where information 
on encumbrances and other matters a�ecting the 
property may be held with the aim of ascertaining 
the following:

Property ownership and title, including any 
existing charges 

For leaseholds, the principal terms of the 
lease under which the property is held, e.g. 
rent/rent review, restrictions on transfer 
and charging, break clauses and landlord’s 
forfeiture (termination) rights

Rights, covenants, obligations, and liabili-
ties a�ecting (bene�ting and burdening) 
the property
Where the property is let, leases to which 
the property is subject

Consents required for the purchase or 
charging of the property, for example from 
Land Control Board

Existing planning consents and conditions 
attached 

Any material unusual issues arising e.g. pos-
sible breaches of restrictions binding on the 
property

With rampant cases of irregular allocation of 
land in Kenya, it is prudent upon every prop-
erty buyer to ensure the title is not included 
among those illegally/irregularly acquired 
or declared to be on riparian reserves. This 
can be con�rmed with various gazette notic-
es and inquiry commission reports e.g. The 
“Ndung’u” report.

One of the conditions imposed on titles is the 
extent of its use, usually informed by zoning, 
which determines the type and extent of develop-
ment in each area as per development plan. 

Planning (zoning)

All land is subject to a planning scheme, run by 
the local authority. How the property is zoned and 
any overlays that may apply, determine how the 
land can be used. This may restrict such things as 
whether you can build on vacant land or how you 
can alter or develop the land and its buildings 
overtime.

There are speci�cs types of properties which can 
be developed in certain zoned areas and no 
approval will be granted by the local authorities 
for a development which does not conform to the 
zone. For instance, Muthaiga is a low-density area 
with single dwelling units while Kileleshwa is a 
high-density area with multi-storey apartments. 
Woe unto you if you buy a plot in a low-density 
area with the intention of putting up multi-dwell-
ings. Checking on zoning is therefore an import-
ant factor and, as part of a due diligence exercise, 
it is important to:

Determine what (and to what extent) plan-
ning factors a�ect the development, rede-
velopment and/or change of use potential 
of the property

Verify all requisite consents have been 
obtained and that no changes have 
occurred which could a�ect validity and 
require further approvals

Ensure all conditions to any consent granted 
have been complied with

Check whether developments have been 
completed in accordance with approved 
plans and that the actual use complies with 
the authorized use.

Check any nearby road, transport proposals, 
and communal facilities

Con�rm whether the property is listed in a 
conservation area, antiquities or other 
specially protected planning areas.

PROPERTY DUE DILIGENCE
Why a Title Search is
NOT ENOUGH

S
You might be 

wondering, why 
undertake due diligence 

yet the seller has shown you 
the property and assured you of 

ownership? Due diligence accom-
plishes the following major points:

Establishes whether the relevant asset is 
sound for the purposes of development/in-
vestment 

Veri�es the accuracy of information given, 
�nancial projections and/or assumptions as 
to the ownership, made in connection with 
the property

Identi�es potential inherent risks in the 
transaction and mitigation measures 

Determines any outstanding issues which 
may prevent the acquisition from proceed-
ing, e.g. consents or permits required from 
statutory bodies 

It generally to assists the buyer in analyz-
ing the legal and, to the extent possible, 
factual issues associated with the rele-
vant transaction, and deciding what 
further enquiries or due diligence is 
required

 Provides a basis for price negotiations

Property Inspection

A physical inspection of the property you are 
buying is crucial to check what the property is like 
on the ground and the locality in which it is locat-
ed. Other aspects you may wish to check include:

Conformity of physical outline of the proper-
ty to any plan available (deed plan, mutation 
plan, survey map).

Occupants of the property (legal tenants, 
squatters)

Nature and status of surrounding buildings 

The area where the building is located (poor 
transport and infrastructure links, or other 
major

Development works in the vicinity, could 
deter future buyers and tenants)

Physical condition of the building

Possible encroachment to the property

A detailed survey of the neighborhood is neces-
sary to assess matters to do with safety and acces-
sibility, adequacy of car parking provision, elec-
tricity, water, internet, and tra�c. Review vehicular 
and pedestrian access to the site including estate 
roads, pavements, hard standings, service yards, 
turning areas, etc. including �re and rescue 
services access. Drainage provision to external 
areas should be considered.  Check the general 
shape and form of the grounds and extent of 
trees, boundary fences, gates and other accesses. 
Identify the presence of invasive plants as well as 
trees that on certain type of substrata could cause 
subsidence or direct root damage. 

Review the subject property in the context of its 
surroundings and adjoining properties to identify 
potential local matters such as unadopted roads, 
shared or common areas, easements, wayleaves, 
nuisance, contaminative uses and potential 
con�icts. Overhead power lines or other evident 
sources of electromagnetic radiation such as 
network masts, communications systems, etc. 
should be identi�ed.

Environmental Considerations

This assesses the potential liabilities and costs 
which may result from contaminative activities 
previously carried out on the land. During site 
visit, check out for the following;

Sources of Noise and smells
Land contamination 
Flooding and �re risk
Mining  
Land �lls

Ultimately, the decision to acquire the property is 
determined by the asking price and budget avail-
ability. To get the best price, it is advisable to have 
the property valued. Valuation underpins the 
investment criteria and mitigates the potential for 
this to be based on over-priced assets.

At the end of this process, you should be 
able to identify:

What if anything is wrong.
What are the consequences.
Can the consequences be mitigated and 
at what cost.
 Who is responsible for the cost.
Whether further investigations are 
needed. 

Due diligence empowers you to enter into a 
transaction with pertinent information of the 
property and allows you to weigh the risks inher-
ent therein.

This article covers most of the important areas to 
check but does not in anyway exhaustively 

enfold all aspects of due diligence.

By Anthony Mangeli
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diligence accomplishes the following major 
points:

imply put, due diligence refers to observing 
reasonable care. Before you buy a property, 

you should be aware of a range of issues that may 
a�ect that property and impose restrictions or 
obligations on you, if you acquire it. 

Due diligence is the process of factual and legal 
investigation, research, analysis and discovery 
into the relevant property typically undertaken by 
a prospective buyer prior to entering into a trans-
action. Di�erent parties may undertake due 
diligence including a buyer, lender, seller or an 
investor but this article will limit itself to a buyer.

The precise scope of the exercise varies depend-
ing on the nature and value of the property, buy-
er’s existing knowledge of the seller, timing and 
cost considerations but in a nutshell, it involves:

Physical inspection of the property
Valuation of the property 
Investigation on the title to the property 
and legal restrictions a�ecting its use
Where property is let, a review of the stabili-
ty of the rental income stream, 
A check on the physical condition of the 
property comprising reports on structural, 
measurement, planning and environmental 
risks
Consideration of the insurance policies in      
 place

You might be wondering, why undertake due 
diligence yet the seller has shown you the 
property and assured you of ownership? Due 

Legal and Title Issues

Investigation of the title and other legal issues 
arising with regard to the property is often times 
the initial step. This should include an analysis of 
the results of searches of the Land Registry, local 
authority and any other entity where information 
on encumbrances and other matters a�ecting the 
property may be held with the aim of ascertaining 
the following:

Property ownership and title, including any 
existing charges 

For leaseholds, the principal terms of the 
lease under which the property is held, e.g. 
rent/rent review, restrictions on transfer 
and charging, break clauses and landlord’s 
forfeiture (termination) rights

Rights, covenants, obligations, and liabili-
ties a�ecting (bene�ting and burdening) 
the property
Where the property is let, leases to which 
the property is subject

Consents required for the purchase or 
charging of the property, for example from 
Land Control Board

Existing planning consents and conditions 
attached 

Any material unusual issues arising e.g. pos-
sible breaches of restrictions binding on the 
property

With rampant cases of irregular allocation of 
land in Kenya, it is prudent upon every prop-
erty buyer to ensure the title is not included 
among those illegally/irregularly acquired 
or declared to be on riparian reserves. This 
can be con�rmed with various gazette notic-
es and inquiry commission reports e.g. The 
“Ndung’u” report.

One of the conditions imposed on titles is the 
extent of its use, usually informed by zoning, 
which determines the type and extent of develop-
ment in each area as per development plan. 

Planning (zoning)

All land is subject to a planning scheme, run by 
the local authority. How the property is zoned and 
any overlays that may apply, determine how the 
land can be used. This may restrict such things as 
whether you can build on vacant land or how you 
can alter or develop the land and its buildings 
overtime.

There are speci�cs types of properties which can 
be developed in certain zoned areas and no 
approval will be granted by the local authorities 
for a development which does not conform to the 
zone. For instance, Muthaiga is a low-density area 
with single dwelling units while Kileleshwa is a 
high-density area with multi-storey apartments. 
Woe unto you if you buy a plot in a low-density 
area with the intention of putting up multi-dwell-
ings. Checking on zoning is therefore an import-
ant factor and, as part of a due diligence exercise, 
it is important to:

Determine what (and to what extent) plan-
ning factors a�ect the development, rede-
velopment and/or change of use potential 
of the property

Verify all requisite consents have been 
obtained and that no changes have 
occurred which could a�ect validity and 
require further approvals

Ensure all conditions to any consent granted 
have been complied with

Check whether developments have been 
completed in accordance with approved 
plans and that the actual use complies with 
the authorized use.

Check any nearby road, transport proposals, 
and communal facilities

Con�rm whether the property is listed in a 
conservation area, antiquities or other 
specially protected planning areas.

The first question a buyer asks is, does this 
property have a title?

Property Inspection

A physical inspection of the property you are 
buying is crucial to check what the property is like 
on the ground and the locality in which it is locat-
ed. Other aspects you may wish to check include:

Conformity of physical outline of the proper-
ty to any plan available (deed plan, mutation 
plan, survey map).

Occupants of the property (legal tenants, 
squatters)

Nature and status of surrounding buildings 

The area where the building is located (poor 
transport and infrastructure links, or other 
major

Development works in the vicinity, could 
deter future buyers and tenants)

Physical condition of the building

Possible encroachment to the property

A detailed survey of the neighborhood is neces-
sary to assess matters to do with safety and acces-
sibility, adequacy of car parking provision, elec-
tricity, water, internet, and tra�c. Review vehicular 
and pedestrian access to the site including estate 
roads, pavements, hard standings, service yards, 
turning areas, etc. including �re and rescue 
services access. Drainage provision to external 
areas should be considered.  Check the general 
shape and form of the grounds and extent of 
trees, boundary fences, gates and other accesses. 
Identify the presence of invasive plants as well as 
trees that on certain type of substrata could cause 
subsidence or direct root damage. 

Review the subject property in the context of its 
surroundings and adjoining properties to identify 
potential local matters such as unadopted roads, 
shared or common areas, easements, wayleaves, 
nuisance, contaminative uses and potential 
con�icts. Overhead power lines or other evident 
sources of electromagnetic radiation such as 
network masts, communications systems, etc. 
should be identi�ed.

Environmental Considerations

This assesses the potential liabilities and costs 
which may result from contaminative activities 
previously carried out on the land. During site 
visit, check out for the following;

Sources of Noise and smells
Land contamination 
Flooding and �re risk
Mining  
Land �lls

Ultimately, the decision to acquire the property is 
determined by the asking price and budget avail-
ability. To get the best price, it is advisable to have 
the property valued. Valuation underpins the 
investment criteria and mitigates the potential for 
this to be based on over-priced assets.

At the end of this process, you should be 
able to identify:

What if anything is wrong.
What are the consequences.
Can the consequences be mitigated and 
at what cost.
 Who is responsible for the cost.
Whether further investigations are 
needed. 

Due diligence empowers you to enter into a 
transaction with pertinent information of the 
property and allows you to weigh the risks inher-
ent therein.

This article covers most of the important areas to 
check but does not in anyway exhaustively 

enfold all aspects of due diligence.
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diligence accomplishes the following major 
points:

imply put, due diligence refers to observing 
reasonable care. Before you buy a property, 

you should be aware of a range of issues that may 
a�ect that property and impose restrictions or 
obligations on you, if you acquire it. 

Due diligence is the process of factual and legal 
investigation, research, analysis and discovery 
into the relevant property typically undertaken by 
a prospective buyer prior to entering into a trans-
action. Di�erent parties may undertake due 
diligence including a buyer, lender, seller or an 
investor but this article will limit itself to a buyer.

The precise scope of the exercise varies depend-
ing on the nature and value of the property, buy-
er’s existing knowledge of the seller, timing and 
cost considerations but in a nutshell, it involves:

Physical inspection of the property
Valuation of the property 
Investigation on the title to the property 
and legal restrictions a�ecting its use
Where property is let, a review of the stabili-
ty of the rental income stream, 
A check on the physical condition of the 
property comprising reports on structural, 
measurement, planning and environmental 
risks
Consideration of the insurance policies in      
 place

You might be wondering, why undertake due 
diligence yet the seller has shown you the 
property and assured you of ownership? Due 

Legal and Title Issues
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among those illegally/irregularly acquired 
or declared to be on riparian reserves. This 
can be con�rmed with various gazette notic-
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“Ndung’u” report.

One of the conditions imposed on titles is the 
extent of its use, usually informed by zoning, 
which determines the type and extent of develop-
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Woe unto you if you buy a plot in a low-density 
area with the intention of putting up multi-dwell-
ings. Checking on zoning is therefore an import-
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it is important to:

Determine what (and to what extent) plan-
ning factors a�ect the development, rede-
velopment and/or change of use potential 
of the property

Verify all requisite consents have been 
obtained and that no changes have 
occurred which could a�ect validity and 
require further approvals

Ensure all conditions to any consent granted 
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Check whether developments have been 
completed in accordance with approved 
plans and that the actual use complies with 
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Property Inspection

A physical inspection of the property you are 
buying is crucial to check what the property is like 
on the ground and the locality in which it is locat-
ed. Other aspects you may wish to check include:

Conformity of physical outline of the proper-
ty to any plan available (deed plan, mutation 
plan, survey map).

Occupants of the property (legal tenants, 
squatters)

Nature and status of surrounding buildings 

The area where the building is located (poor 
transport and infrastructure links, or other 
major

Development works in the vicinity, could 
deter future buyers and tenants)

Physical condition of the building

Possible encroachment to the property

A detailed survey of the neighborhood is neces-
sary to assess matters to do with safety and acces-
sibility, adequacy of car parking provision, elec-
tricity, water, internet, and tra�c. Review vehicular 
and pedestrian access to the site including estate 
roads, pavements, hard standings, service yards, 
turning areas, etc. including �re and rescue 
services access. Drainage provision to external 
areas should be considered.  Check the general 
shape and form of the grounds and extent of 
trees, boundary fences, gates and other accesses. 
Identify the presence of invasive plants as well as 
trees that on certain type of substrata could cause 
subsidence or direct root damage. 

Review the subject property in the context of its 
surroundings and adjoining properties to identify 
potential local matters such as unadopted roads, 
shared or common areas, easements, wayleaves, 
nuisance, contaminative uses and potential 
con�icts. Overhead power lines or other evident 
sources of electromagnetic radiation such as 
network masts, communications systems, etc. 
should be identi�ed.

Environmental Considerations

This assesses the potential liabilities and costs 
which may result from contaminative activities 
previously carried out on the land. During site 
visit, check out for the following;

Sources of Noise and smells
Land contamination 
Flooding and �re risk
Mining  
Land �lls

Ultimately, the decision to acquire the property is 
determined by the asking price and budget avail-
ability. To get the best price, it is advisable to have 
the property valued. Valuation underpins the 
investment criteria and mitigates the potential for 
this to be based on over-priced assets.

At the end of this process, you should be 
able to identify:

What if anything is wrong.
What are the consequences.
Can the consequences be mitigated and 
at what cost.
 Who is responsible for the cost.
Whether further investigations are 
needed. 

Due diligence empowers you to enter into a 
transaction with pertinent information of the 
property and allows you to weigh the risks inher-
ent therein.

This article covers most of the important areas to 
check but does not in anyway exhaustively 

enfold all aspects of due diligence.
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or declared to be on riparian reserves. This 
can be con�rmed with various gazette notic-
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“Ndung’u” report.

One of the conditions imposed on titles is the 
extent of its use, usually informed by zoning, 
which determines the type and extent of develop-
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All land is subject to a planning scheme, run by 
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any overlays that may apply, determine how the 
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whether you can build on vacant land or how you 
can alter or develop the land and its buildings 
overtime.

There are speci�cs types of properties which can 
be developed in certain zoned areas and no 
approval will be granted by the local authorities 
for a development which does not conform to the 
zone. For instance, Muthaiga is a low-density area 
with single dwelling units while Kileleshwa is a 
high-density area with multi-storey apartments. 
Woe unto you if you buy a plot in a low-density 
area with the intention of putting up multi-dwell-
ings. Checking on zoning is therefore an import-
ant factor and, as part of a due diligence exercise, 
it is important to:

Determine what (and to what extent) plan-
ning factors a�ect the development, rede-
velopment and/or change of use potential 
of the property

Verify all requisite consents have been 
obtained and that no changes have 
occurred which could a�ect validity and 
require further approvals

Ensure all conditions to any consent granted 
have been complied with

Check whether developments have been 
completed in accordance with approved 
plans and that the actual use complies with 
the authorized use.

Check any nearby road, transport proposals, 
and communal facilities

Con�rm whether the property is listed in a 
conservation area, antiquities or other 
specially protected planning areas.

Property Inspection

A physical inspection of the property you are 
buying is crucial to check what the property is like 
on the ground and the locality in which it is locat-
ed. Other aspects you may wish to check include:

Conformity of physical outline of the proper-
ty to any plan available (deed plan, mutation 
plan, survey map).

Occupants of the property (legal tenants, 
squatters)

Nature and status of surrounding buildings 

The area where the building is located (poor 
transport and infrastructure links, or other 
major

Development works in the vicinity, could 
deter future buyers and tenants)

Physical condition of the building

Possible encroachment to the property

A detailed survey of the neighborhood is neces-
sary to assess matters to do with safety and acces-
sibility, adequacy of car parking provision, elec-
tricity, water, internet, and tra�c. Review vehicular 
and pedestrian access to the site including estate 
roads, pavements, hard standings, service yards, 
turning areas, etc. including �re and rescue 
services access. Drainage provision to external 
areas should be considered.  Check the general 
shape and form of the grounds and extent of 
trees, boundary fences, gates and other accesses. 
Identify the presence of invasive plants as well as 
trees that on certain type of substrata could cause 
subsidence or direct root damage. 

Review the subject property in the context of its 
surroundings and adjoining properties to identify 
potential local matters such as unadopted roads, 
shared or common areas, easements, wayleaves, 
nuisance, contaminative uses and potential 
con�icts. Overhead power lines or other evident 
sources of electromagnetic radiation such as 
network masts, communications systems, etc. 
should be identi�ed.

Environmental Considerations

This assesses the potential liabilities and costs 
which may result from contaminative activities 
previously carried out on the land. During site 
visit, check out for the following;

Sources of Noise and smells
Land contamination 
Flooding and �re risk
Mining  
Land �lls

Ultimately, the decision to acquire the property is 
determined by the asking price and budget avail-
ability. To get the best price, it is advisable to have 
the property valued. Valuation underpins the 
investment criteria and mitigates the potential for 
this to be based on over-priced assets.

At the end of this process, you should be 
able to identify:

What if anything is wrong.
What are the consequences.
Can the consequences be mitigated and 
at what cost.
 Who is responsible for the cost.
Whether further investigations are 
needed. 

Due diligence empowers you to enter into a 
transaction with pertinent information of the 
property and allows you to weigh the risks inher-
ent therein.

This article covers most of the important areas to 
check but does not in anyway exhaustively 

enfold all aspects of due diligence.
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One must love their job, because that has become life. Performance is no longer tagged on coming to the 
o�ce on time and spending the day working. It is called in interviews, ‘are you able to juggle several balls 
in the air?’ That means, while you are attending your son’s football training, you will be �nishing up on a 
procurement task. While your daughter has her school drama presentation, you are free to attend, but 
please carry your iPad and don’t have your mobile phone o� the whole of Sunday. When you �nish mass, 
you may need to return a call, or prepare some urgent paper to be presented to the Board, that has ‘just 
come up.’

That is the beauty, or otherwise of technology. As it enables remote and virtual working, it steals time from 
physical engagements. I guess that is why our children are always asking for gadgets for their birthdays. 
They see us glued to them all the time, not because we are ignoring them, but because work married life, 
and they are now one and the same.t used to be wondered whether people live 

to work or work to live. That question has 
since been rendered moot, as work and life are 
increasingly integrated. 

Entering the workforce, young professionals are 
often excited to receive take-home gadgets like 
Laptops, work phones and Tablets, ostensibly 
meant to enable remote access to their work. 
Self-driven cars are also being regularly issued by 
employers. However, whereas these are generally 
considered bene�ts, like any coin, there are always 
at least two sides to the story. 

Let’s consider the annual leave; very 
few workers get to enjoy their 
21 days concurrently. Typi-
cally one has to take few 
days at a go, to keep the ball 
rolling at the workplace. 
Even teachers, who are 
assumed to have holiday 
breaks, often have to spend 
much of the time at school 
preparing 

Schemes of Work for the next term, 
supervising maintenance works and so 
forth. Infact, even when you proceed on leave, 
whereas previously you’d set an ‘Out of O�ce 
Reply’ and direct a colleague to be contacted, 
that’s no longer the case. 

Many occupations have been con�ated, so that 
you’ll seldom get multiple people handling a 
particular job. What does this mean? Simply that 
the employer expects that you will see the email, 

and respond to it. You will then be expected to 
assign the task, if urgent.

In essence, that 8-5pm work day has become a 
myth. I have not seen an employer that doesn’t 
require your personal cell phone, on which they 
will contact you on o�ce matters, outside o�ce 
hours. The IT department’s performance is even 
pegged on whether they have enabled the sta� to 
access o�ce emails on their mobile phones. 

Excited about a Club membership? Well, that’s not 
purely for your rest and relaxation; the idea is to 

play golf, not for fun, but to meet clients and 
bring in business. Similarly, that self-driv-

en company car isn’t really for your 
private use; it is meant to project a 
certain image of the company – to its 
clients – and enable you attend those 
o�cial cocktails in the evenings and 
customers or business partners’ events, 
and often on weekends. 

The Death of
OUT OF OFFICE
                          Reply

I

Do 
people live 
to work or 

work to 
live?

Do 
people live 
to work or 

work to 
live?

By Gloria Kikete
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forth. Infact, even when you proceed on leave, 
whereas previously you’d set an ‘Out of O�ce 
Reply’ and direct a colleague to be contacted, 
that’s no longer the case. 

Many occupations have been con�ated, so that 
you’ll seldom get multiple people handling a 
particular job. What does this mean? Simply that 
the employer expects that you will see the email, 

and respond to it. You will then be expected to 
assign the task, if urgent.

In essence, that 8-5pm work day has become a 
myth. I have not seen an employer that doesn’t 
require your personal cell phone, on which they 
will contact you on o�ce matters, outside o�ce 
hours. The IT department’s performance is even 
pegged on whether they have enabled the sta� to 
access o�ce emails on their mobile phones. 
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purely for your rest and relaxation; the idea is to 

play golf, not for fun, but to meet clients and 
bring in business. Similarly, that self-driv-
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DB Chairman Mr. Joseph Sitati
invites all to the AGM.

he 2020 KenGen SRBS AGM was held virtually 
via the Scheme’s webinar platform on 25th 

September 2020 for the �rst time ever. This was 
attended by more than 400 participants which 
was quite a signi�cant number as compared 
initial forums. It was also noted that we 
registered a signi�cant rise in the number of 
pensioners attending despite the platform 
being online. 

THE KENGEN SRBS
2020 AGM
THE KENGEN SRBS
2020 AGM

Members taken through the DB’s administrator’s presentation
by Ms. Kanza Musyoka
Members taken through the DB’s administrator’s presentation
by Ms. Kanza Musyoka

SCHEME DETAILS

Established 1 January 2000.

Closed to new entrants e�ective 31 December 2011.
Date of Closure (DOC) is 31 December 2011.

Existing members below 45 years joined the DC Scheme from 1 january 2012.
Accrued bene�t still held in the DB Scheme.

Existing members 45 years and above were given the option to remain in the DB Scheme or join the DC Scheme for 
future accrual of bene�t.

Members taken through the DB’s fund managers
presentation by Mr. Nicholas Ithondeka

Members taken through the DB’s custodian
presentation by Ms. Eva Mwangi
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We have audited the accompanying �nancial statements of KenGen Sta� Retirement Bene�ts Scheme (the 
Scheme) set out on page 13 to 41 which comprise the statement of net assets available for bene�ts at 31 
December 2019 and the statements of changes in net assets available for bene�ts and cash �ows for the 
year then ended and the notes to the �nancial statements, which include a summary of signi�cant 
accounting policies.

In our opinion, the �nancial statements give a true and fair view of the �nancial position of KenGen Sta� 
Retirement Bene�ts Scheme at 31 December 2019, and of its �nancial perfomance and cash �ows for the 
year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of 
the Retiremet Bene�ts Act.

The CEO & Trust Secretary of the 
Schemes Mr. Josphat Muriuki 
guides members on the Polls that 
were running during the AGM.

The DB Scheme external auditor Mr. Job Ngunu
give the auditors opinion.

The Sponsor makes their remarks represented 
by the MD & CEO of KenGen PLC Ms. Rebecca 
Miano.

The DC Scheme Chairman Mr. Ernest 
Nadome welcomes members to the second 
session of the AGM.
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The DC Scheme fund managers presentation 
by Mr. Peter Anderson 

The DC Scheme custodian presentation 
by Ms. Lydia Muchiri 

The DC Scheme external auditor Ms. Teresa Wachira 
gives the auditors opinion.

KenGen De�ned Contribution (DC) Scheme 2012
for the AGM to be held on 25 September 2020

We thank members for attending and participating in the KenGen DB & DC 2020 Online AGM.
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